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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
f
Dear Merrimack Community:
Spring is here, temperatures are rising,
and things are heating up all around campus.
From academics to athletics to applications,
Merrimack College is on the rise. This
particular issue of the Merrimack magazine
highlights just a sampling of Merrimack
graduates and current students who have
taken their true passion and turned it into
a successful reality.
In my mind, entrepreneurship is not always a
blatant activity or necessarily always directly
related to business. It is a state-of-mind, a mode of accomplishing, and
Merrimack is working diligently to ensure that our students discover their inner
entrepreneurial spirit.
As Merrimack prepares to celebrate its 60th anniversary, the college continues
to evolve academically, socially, and spiritually, without compromising tradition.
Merrimack is taking its cues from national career and higher education trends
in order to provide ourstudents with a quality education that promotes
lifelong learning.
The college is undergoing a rigorous curriculum review as we prepare to move to a
four-credit, four-course curriculum in 2008. This will give Merrimack even greater
distinction and will put us in agroup of35 top-ranked liberal arts colleges in the
country who have adopted this 4 x 4 academic curriculum.
As always, students are enjoying unique learning opportunities at Merrimack.
Ateam ofour civil engineering students recently won first place in the Steel
Bridge competition, beating out MIT (2nd place), and UConn (3rd place), as
well as Northeastern, UNH and several other schools. Our students will now
go on to the national finals next month in California. Other students recently
returned from alternative spring break doing community service throughout the
United States, and still others will have the opportunity this summer to study
sculpture and drawing in Italy.
And word seems to be getting out. This year alone, we have experienced an 11%
increase in applications. We have accepted five valedictorians for the class of2011,
and our students are coming from more than 20 states and countries.
Whether encouraging self-starters or underlining the importance ofserving the
community, the quality and versatility ofastudent's education has always been
and always will be number one for Merrimack.
We thank you for your support and hope that you will continue to inform
others about the positive changes at Merrimack as well as the future endeavors
that we are embracing.
Sincerely,
Richard J. San^ati
President
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SPIRIT OF SUCCESS
How MarrimacK
College Prepares
Entrepreneurs^
We meet entrepreneurs every day, from the kid pushing
lemonade in his driveway to the florist shop owner who sells
us bouquets on Mother's Day. Not all of them make it big,
but they do share certain qualities: passion, energy,
vision, the sawy to recognize business opportunities and make
the most of them.
At Merrimack College, entrepreneurs aren't just encouraged, they're fully
trained, says Dr. Robert Cuomo, dean of the Girard School of Business
and International Commerce at Merrimack College. "Leadership is a
learned skill like anything else, and we teach that here every day."
Students can take courses that offer up-to-the-minute theories and hands-
on practice in accounting, finance, international business, management
and marketing. More importantly, every business course stresses critical
thinking, creative decision-making and ethical reasoning, and students are
encouraged to integrate and use what they know on team-based projects.
Last fall, Merrimack students wrote a business plan to help the head of a
real estate agency attract a younger market audience. This spring, they're
teaming up with Jericho Road Lawrence, a nonprofit organization that
provides free professional services to nonprofit agencies in Lawrence,
Mass. The focus of this alliance will capitalize on Girard students'
marketing skills to expand a nonprofit corporate mentoring program
designed to boost Lawrence MCAS scores.
"The team of Merrimack students will work with Dean Cuomo to
develop a strategic marketing plan designed to attract more professionals
into a mentoring program coordinated by Partners in Education,"
explains Joan Kulash, executive director of Jericho Road Lawrence.
"We've already given our presentation to the students, and we're all
impressed by how excited and engaged they are."
MERRIMACK
lA/hat does it take to start up your
own business in today's global market
place? Here are some tips from our
Merrimack College entrepreneurs:
I: Follow your heart, not the money. If youlove what you do, the money will come. ^Write out your business plan and adjust
it every year.
Know your industry and listen to your
customers.
Your employees are your biggest
resource. Treat them accordingly.
The marketplace changes so fast that
often it's riskier to do nothing than to
do something.
Don't expect to earn an income right
off the bat.
Show confidence in yourself and your
product.
If you knock on the door and nobody
answers, go through a window.
If you fail, learn from it and try
something different.
Have as much fun as you possibly can.
continued next page
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"Leadership is a learned skill like anything
else, and we teach that here every day."
- Dr. Robert Cuomo
Dean Cuomo is as excited as the students. He, too, is an entrepreneur at
heart. Following his graduation from Merrimack College in 1968, he
earned a doctorate from Boston College before becoming chief economist
and CFO at N Star (formerly Boston Edison). He learned about
entrepreneurship in the trenches by forming and managing his own
enterprises: Decision Support Associates, an economics consulting firm,
and Joey Fournier Services 501c(3), a nonprofit organization that provides
violence prevention programs in the Lawrence schools.
"The most valuable people in business are those who can put together
everything they know to solve problems," he says. "At Merrimack, our
focus on active learning allows students to learn how to do that through
class projects, internships, cooperative education programs and study
abroad. By the time they graduate, Merrimack students are ftilly qualified
business professionals who can succeed as entrepreneurs."
In these pages of our magazine, we offer the personal stories of Merrimack
entrepreneurs who prove his point.
Chris LaPlaca '87
While not everyone possesses
the drive to own a business,
being an entrepreneur has definitely
become more prevalent in today's
marketplace. In the 1980s, for
instance, only 2 percent of
graduating MBAs wanted to
become entrepreneurs; today up
to 20 percent long to work for
themselves, according to University
of California, Berkeley researchers.
There are about 25 million small
businesses in the country, and
over 10.5 million Americans are
self-employed; small businesses
account for 75 percent of new jobs
added to the economy every year.
Realizing You Can Be That Someone
1
C'hris LaPlaca '87
Ior Chris LaPlaca '87, motherhood led her into a business of
her own. On Christmas Day of 1996, she was enjoying a
holiday dinner at her brother's home. She was about to eat
one of her favorite nut-covered chocolates when her three-year-old
daughter, Rebecca, asked for a taste.
F
One lick was all it took. An
hour later, an ambulance was
rushing Rebecca to a hospital
emergency room, gasping for
breath. Rebecca was diag
nosed with a potentially
fatal nut allergy, leaving
her parents stunned because
peanut butter was one of her favorite foods. As Chris
discovered the hard way, over 80 percent of the people
who suffer from food allergies are allergic to nuts - and it's
possible to be allergie to tree nuts, like almond and cashews,
without being allergic to peanuts.
Chris's entire life changed that instant. She started a food
allergy group and began lobbying continuously for stricter
food labeling. Meanwhile, she started spending long hours in
the kitchen. "When you have a child with food allergies, all
you do is bake," she points out. "You don't want your kid to
be the only one who can't eat the birthda\' treats or part)'
foods at school."
The entrepreneur's muse tapped Chris on the shoulder during
a particularly stressful baking session. One of Rebecca's class
mates was bringing Pokeman cookies for his school birthday
continued on next page
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You Can Be
That Someone
party, and Chris was up until
I a.m. trying to cut her own
by hand, and "wishing I
could just go to the bakery
and buy cookies like everyone
else," she remembers. Her
next thought was, "Hey,
that's a good idea. Someone
ought to do that," followed
by the realization tltat she
could be that someone.
Despite majoring in computer
science at Merrimack College,
where she took advantage of
the co-op program to ensure
that she would graduate with
professional experience as well
as a degree, "I'd always had this secret dream of being in
business for myself," Chris admits. She took business classes
as well as computer science courses at Merrimack, and one
of her favorite courses was an entrepreneurship class where
she learned to create a business model.
Chris LaPlaca '87 and daughter, Rebecca, mix it up to create nut-free baked^oods. Photo by Neal Hnmber^
In 2003, Chris developed two nut-free coolde recipes -
chocolate chip and sugar - while taking steps to register her
home as a restaurant kitchen. She then test-marketed her
cookies on family and friends before hand-walldng her
goodies in gift bags to local grocery and specialty shops.
About 90 percent of the retailers took on her baked
goods immediately.T knew rd he a lot happier
tryinp! to have my own business andfailing
than never even trying. What does become
clear whenyougo into businessfor yourself
is what you^re notgood at. Tou have tofill
in those gaps asfast as you can, either by
educating yourself or hiring people who can
help you. To succeed in business, you need
the mindset that nothing can be too perfect.
- Chris La-Placa, '87
Within two years, she had to expand into a com
mercial kitchen, and today Chris oversees a staff
of women, mostly mothers, who make cooldes,
cakes, brownies, granola bars and gift baskets for
Rebecca's Nut-Free. Since launching the website
for Rebecca's Nut-Free (rebeccasnutfree.com) in
2005, revenue has skyrocketed 300 percent, and
recently Chris was approached by Whole Foods to
supply her baked goods to their national chain.
She is now looking into building a larger com
mercial Idtchen.
MERRIMACK
PPim Despite her rapid rise to success, "Money is
secondary to me," Chris maintains. "To help a
child with food allergies bring a Spiderman cake to
the classroom on his birthday, to help that child be a star for
a day and not the child who can't eat anything, that's still my
favorite part of the business."
Matt Brodie '04
BLENDING
PASSION
AND BELIEF
Even before leaving elementary school. Matt
Brodie '04 was showing his entrepreneurial
stripes. When he started hanging out at the
town library around the corner from his childhood
home to feed his bookworm habits, he recognized
the location as the perfect commercial center. He
made the most of it by pedaling fresh, hand-picked
produce from a stand he built onto his father's
riding lawnmower.
"I was a born problem solver, so after high school
I decided to study engineering," says Matt, a high
school scholar-athlete who earned six varsity letters
and was captain of the ski team. As a business major
at Merrimack College, he continued to pursue his
passion on the slopes. Matt recognized a problem in
the snow sports industry: ski slopes kept machinery in the
back room for repairing and sharpening skis, and employed
certified technicians to use it, but it was such a costly
service and use of space that the practice didn't benefit
anyone the way it could.
"Skis are more high-tech than ever before, and customers
want things better and cheaper," he points out. "I thought
that if you had a facility centrally located to a bunch of ski
slopes that did nothing but service skis, with vans that
ferried the skis back and forth, you'd end up with a
more effective, cost-efficient service."
"There were several students in my
graduating class who have gone on,
like me, to open their own companies,"
he says. "None of us would be as
successful without the experience and
knowledge we gained while attending
Merrimack." -Matt Bmdie m
Matt Brodie '04 has built a reputation for quality service with his MLB Ski Service.
Excited about his idea. Matt wrote up a business plan
describing it for one of his Merrimack business classes. What
he hadn't anticipated was the resistance of the ski industry.
Undaunted, Matt set about proving them wrong. He invested
in ski tuning equipment of his own (bought for a small per
cent of its value at auction) and installed the machinery in the
basement of his parents' home in Georgetown, Massachusetts.
Then he set out to convince ski race teams that he could tune
their skis cheaper, faster and better than anyone.
"From that initial investment, I built up a reputation for
providing good service and stayed in the business as a direct
player," he says. Today, MLB Ski Service offers top quality'
products and services, and Mart's shop is recognized as a
Nordica, Marker and SWIX Race Center. About 80 percent
of his business is done through his mail order catalog, which
reaches 18,000 customers globally and offers ski products,
tools and advice for people who want to tune their own skis.
He also sells outdoor sports products through various web
sites, gives educational clinics, and outfits ski teams with
complete race packages. When Leisure Trends, Inc., recently
evaluated over 23,000 ski shops nationwide on service,
volume and product offerings, MLB Ski Service ranked
among the top 1400.
continued on next page
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Passion and Belief
"Because I'm a small business, I can be
lean and agile," Matt notes. "There
are so many shipping options out there
that it's easy to sell internationally. I
listen to my customers because they help
drive what products and services I'll provide next year."
"As an entrepreneur, you'll win some and lose some.
You have to think on your toes and know when to walk
away or change your plan. That means learning from your
failures and not being afraid to try something different."
- Matt Brodie '04
Periodically, Matt returns to Merrimack to meet with former
professors and to talk with current students. He also keeps in
close touch with fellow Merrimack entrepreneurs. "There
were several students in my graduating class who have gone
on, like me, to open their own companies," he says. "None
of us would be as successful without the experience and
knowledge we gained while attending Merrimack."
Helen Williams
SUCCESS ON AND OFF THE COURT
"I'm very competitive, and winning
means a lot to me as a coach," says
Williams, who came to Merrimack with
over 17 years of Division I women's
basketball coaching experience, joining
the Warriors after four seasons as the
first assistant and recruiting coordinator
at Princeton Universit)'. "But becoming
the head coach at Merrimack gives me
the opportunity to help young women
advance their growth personally and
professionally as well as athletically.
I take a holistic approach to coaching
and try to do things for my players that
will have a lasting, positive impact on
their lives."
In particular, Williams is concerned
with helping players "follow their bliss,"
words she borrows from the mythologist
and writer Joseph Campbell. As a girl
who grew up with only brothers, she
discovered her love of sports early in life and went on to play
basketball for Wake Forest University'. Prior to her post at
Princeton, she also coached at various other colleges, and
served as head coach of the 2002 All-Navy Team.
"I'm one of the few people I know who can honestly say
that I've always done what I love to do," says Williams,
who earned her master's degree in counselor education from
Lenoir-Rhyne. "Some of my players know what they want to
continued next page
Coach Helen Williams (center) on the court with her team.
Even while working for someone else, you can
infuse an entrepreneurial spirit into everything you
do. Helen Williams has proved that since joining
Merrimack College last May as the new head coach of
Women's Basketball. She hit the ground running by host
ing two weeks of the Merrimack College Girls' Basketball
Camp and pushing a season ticket campaign. Then she
set out to enrich her players' lives.
MERRIMACK
V
Photo by Gil Talbot
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On and Off the Court
do after college, but a lot of them
don't. It's not a good feeling to
graduate without having any idea
about what should happen next. I
know, because that happened to
me. It was pure luck that I fell into
coaching and loved it. What I want
these young women to learn is that
college lasts only four years. Then
you have to work for the rest of
your life, so it's important to ask
a lot of questions and educate
yourself about what careers you
might enjoy."
To help achieve her goal of mentoring
young women into their careers as well
as on the court, Williams has reached
out to local chapters of the
Business and Professional
Women's Foundation and the
American Association of
University Women. Both of
titese groups promote education
and equity for women and girls
Ci
careers. She is also drumming up
financial support so that her team
can travel. They have a trip to
Fairbanks, Alaska, scheduled
during the 2007-08 season.
"We live in a global economy,
and not everyone is going to be
the same," she says. "I want our
players to embrace differences
rather than shy away from them."
The broader their perspectives,
the more successful these young
women will likely be in their
chosen professions, she adds. "What
we do at Merrimack is give our students
a complete education, not just in
academics, but for the 'real world'."
in tlie workplace, and Williams has
engaged them to come to Merrimack
and talk to her players about internships,
community service opportunities and
"Basketball is the perfect training for any entrepreneur. Through athletics,
you learn confidence as you build up your skills. Along the way, you also
discover that, like in the real world, not everything will go well every day.
You have to develop the ability to adapt, focus, persevere, and show
initiative if you're going to succeed." - Coach Helen Williams
Joseph Graziano '65
Building on
Solid Foundation
Yields Success
By Heather NotaroIn his more than forty years in business, Joseph Graziano '65
has played an incredibly important role in the strong financial
health and success of household names such as Apple
Computer, Inc. and Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Graziano has worked with - and sometimes for - extremely
successful entrepreneurs. "I have realized that most
entrepreneurs share many common personality traits and
behavioral attributes, the most common are their extreme
confidence and belief in their missions."
Graziano offers advice to keep in mind
when pursuing professional goals in the
business world:
- think globally;
- pure, plain hard work is always a necessity;
- always have high morals and ethical standards;
- take risks or else you will never know what's
possible;
- listen to yourself and be guided by what you
personally enjoy;
- have a healthy dose of skepticism;
- deal with people of very high caliber;
- always try and hire someone smarter than you;
- enjoy the journey
continued next page
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Solid Foundation
Before his professional experiences and successes, Merrimack was
where Graziano studied accounting, what he considers "...the
language of business" with the strong belief, based on experience,
that it "...always comes down to numbers in the end."
"Business can at times
be like swimming in
shark - infested waters
and Merrimack gave me
just as much preparation
for that reality as my Ivy
League colleagues and
employees from Harvard
and MIT received."
"My family and
Merrimack gave
me the foundation
of strong moral
values that I still rely
upon today," says
Graziano. "Business
can at times be like
swimming in shark-
infested waters and
Merrimack gave me
the resources to
survive and compete
with colleagues of
different backgrounds
and educational
credentials."
7
During his early
- Joseph Graziano '65 business experiences in
the late I970's,
Graziano says, "I
learned that business
wasn't the perfect world I had imagined and that I was able to
perform and achieve successes I had never imagined were possible
for me." I guess I had an inferiority complex that I let go of when
I realized I could compete with the best."
This realization escorted Graziano throughout his career when he
finally agreed, after a previous offer, to become the chief financial
officer for Apple, where under his leadership, the company became
a two billion dollar corporation. In the mid-80's, Graziano took "a
break" and resigned from Apple, but after two years he felt he still
had more to accomplish professionally.
While helping Apple with a spin-off business, working side-by-side
with accomplished entrepreneurs, Graziano was recruited by Sun
Microsystems as their CFO where he saw the company through
tremendous growth. Once again, in 1989, Apple wanted Graziano
back. He returned and under his financial leadership, Apple saw an
increase from six to twelve billion dollars.
MERRIMACK
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Joseph Graziano ^65 recently visited Merrimack to talk with students.
Photoby Neal Hamber^
Graziano recognizes the importance of helping other
young enterprising students and has been a generous
contributor to the college. A classroom in Merrimack's
Girard School of Business and International Commerce
bears his name in recognition of his contributions. He
also visited Merrimack last fall and spoke with students
and alumni about his experiences.
Graziano was a director of Pixar, Inc. from 1995-2006.
Currently, he is a director of Packeteer, a California
company that provides wide area network (WAN)
application optimization systems. He has served on a
number of boards throughout his career. Graziano has
a B.S. in accounting and was awarded an honorary
doctorate of business from Merrimack College. He is a
certified public accountant.
"Merrimack clearly helped me find myself and helped
me to continue building on a solid foundation," he says.
m
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Designing Winning Catanuit
Uses Entrenrenenriai Skiiis
By Heather Notaro
n entrepreneurial spirit can
manifest in a variety of forms: a
mall-business owner, a venture
capitalist...even a high-school
egg catapult designer.
Though the levels of
expertise vary in these
positions, the skill set
remains the same: the
ability to conceptualize;
make the concept a
reality; and learn from
trial and error.
Merrimack College pro
fessor Dr. Gary Spring,
chair of civil engineer
ing, challenged high
school juniors and seniors
across New England to
design and build a Trebuchet-
style (www.trebuchet.com) cata
pult that could throw an egg into
a frying pan up to 60 feet away.
Those students who chose to take up
the challenge were eligible to win a
$15,000 per year scholarship for four
years to study civil engineering at
Merrimack College. The competition
took place at the college's first
Thinkfest held in March.
"Student designers didn't embark on what would typically
be defined as entraprenenrsbip, bnt tbey needed to be
innovative - an important quality in someone containing
an entrepreneurial spirit," - or Gary Spring
ThinkFest, a festival-style event aimed
at exposing middle to early high school
students to the wonders of engineering,
science, and technology, provided
hands-on experiences in a variety of
related areas. In addition to the catapult
contest, the event also exhibited what
young engineers can do with a strong
work ethic and inspiring ideas - this is
where the inner entrepreneur comes
out.
"Student designers didn't embark on
what would typically be defined as
entrepreneurship, but they needed to
be innovative - an important quality in
someone containing an entrepreneurial
spirit," says Dr. Spring.
Creativity with design was critical, adds
Spring, given the students' technical
expertise level, the uncertainties
involved in this type of catapult, and
the fact that they were being asked to
predict how far the egg will go.
"By attending ThinkFest and watching
the catapult contest, visitors witnessed
innovation, creativity, and good old-
fashioned engineering at work. Most
importantly, they saw the ftin and sense
of accomplishment that engineering can
prox'ide," says Spring.
Though engineering exists in the
science realm and entrepreneurship in
the world of business, the two fields
do share points in common: the
inherent love of a challenge and the
belief that tailure is not the end, but the
start of another try. Even when flinging
eggs from homemade catapults, self
accomplishment is the lesson these
young engineers, possibly future
entrepreneurs, take home.
MERRIMACK 8
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David McLaughlin '07
Love of Cars Fuels
intrepreneuriai
Spirit
Ifthere's one thing that David McLaughlin Jr. '07
loves, it's cars. Not just any cars, either, but the sort
of sleek speedsters that James Bond might favor.
David bought his first Ferarri at the ripe age of 15 -- even
though his father had to drive him home in it -- and he's
ftwned six since then. He hopes to enjoy many more.
MERRIMACK v.
David probably will, too, at the rate he's going. The 21-year-
old Merrimack College business major has been working all
of his life, starting with a grunt job in his dad's warehouse
and working his way into the office. David McLaughlin, Sr.
heads up his own transportation company and was his son's
first - and favorite - role model.
"I'd probably enjoy being a CEO and managing a big
company, but I always thought it would be a hundred
times better to start a business myself and watch it grow,"
says David, Jr. "The entrepreneur inside of me wanted to
get out."
He chose to commute to Merrimack to expand his
knowledge of current business practices while keeping a
hand in the family business. "Working with my dad, I've
seen every aspect of running a company. But the education
continued next page
continued from previous page
Love of cars
at Merrimack is priceless. My professors cover business topics
in depth and give me a global perspective. Right away, I
started learning things about marketing, human resources
and management that I knew I could put to good use once
I had an opportunity to start a business of my own."
"I'd probably enjoy being a CEO and
managing a big company, but I always
thought it would be a hundred times
better to start a business myself and
watch it grow," says McLaughlin. "The
entrepreneur inside of me wanted to
get out."
That opportunity came a fiill year before graduation, when
David realized that he could provide a service while indulging
his passion. "I go to a lot of car shows, and I was paying a lot
of money to transport my cars to them," he explains. "So I
asked myself who would be as meticulous with my cars as I am,
and I couldn't think of anybody."
David was sure that he could fill a market niche. With his
father as a start-up partner, David already had access to trucks.
He invested in six enclosed car trailers and put the word out at
car shows. When David's Ferrari mechanic found out about the
business, he began directing customers to David as well.
Within one short, hectic year, business was booming, as
Ferrari dealers in New England and beyond caught wind of
McLaughlin & Son Transportation's Exotic Car Division.
David was soon in the market for more car trailers.
"We were booked months in ad\'ance and turning people
away, so I had to expand prett\' last," David notes cheerfully.
"Now I have a pretty good fleet of trucks and trailers. We sell
ourselves as a service that's above industry standards, and our
customers know that wc treat their cars the way wc treat our
cars. I definitely plan to keep gixwing this company after I
graduate from college."
Tsnrr
" When people ask me
what it takes to be an
entrepreneur, I always
tell them not to do
it for the money. If
you're just going for
the money and it
doesn't pan out,
you'll be miserable.
Go for something
you love and have
fun doing it, and the
money will follow.
- David McLaughlin, Jr. '07
MERRIMACK 10
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"bu just never know when a
good business idea might
strike. For John Vitti'01,
a business major who moved to
California after graduation, the light
bulb went on during his hour-long
commute from his San Francisco
apartment to his sales job with a
software company in Cupertino.
"Frankly, I was spending a lot of
hours in the car, and my underwear
was uncomfortable," John admits.
"So I started asking my friends
about their underwear."
When they all told the same sad
stories of boxers riding up and
wedgies under their denims, John
began looking at men's underwear
with a more discerning eye. "Most
of it was heinous underwear, like
tighties whities, ripped boxers or
saggy and gray underwear," he says.
y;
He decided to do something about
the state of men's unseen fashion
disasters. With his brother and
two friends, he conducted market
research to develop a line of
comfortable, fashionable men's
underwear. Surveys among San
Francisco's diverse population and
forays into boutiques to examine
what was on the shelves revealed
two key bits of information: half of
all men's underwear is bought by women,
and there really wasn't much to choose from.
The name "Artificial Flavor" was born of their
conviction that men's undergarments should ftmction just
like artificial flavor in food, enhancing the consumer's
11 MERRIMACK
John VITTI VI
A
Light Bulb
Moment
experience without being obvious.
They began by playing with retro- and
urban-inspired briefs and hipster shorts
that introduced comfort through style
details. They also created an exciting
palette of colors, like asphalt, silver, and
maroon, to help complement denim
and other low-slung outerwear fabrics.
John's business and marketing classes at
Merrimack were invaluable in creating
his company, he adds. "I learned a lot
about how to plan, manage and market
a business while I was at Merrimack."
Trend-setting stores in San Francisco
and Los Angeles were the first to pick
up the Artificial Flavor brand. Now, a
mere two years later. Artificial Flavor
(www.aflavor.com) has gone interna
tional, with steadily increasing sales in
the U.S., Europe and Asia. Currently
they're adding a line of hoodies and
lounge pants.
Recently, John quit his ftill-time job in
technical sales to continue shepherding
Artificial Flavor into even more corners
of the global marketplace. "You can't
be in business for yourself if you're
afraid to knock on doors," he observes.
"In fact, if the door doesn't open,
you need the relentless energ}', drive
and persistence to climb through a
window."/o/:/n Vitti VI
"Being an entrepreneur isn't for the faint of
heart. There are huge ups and deep valleys,
and you have to find a way to level it out.
That means being really confident about
your products and skills." - John viw vi
Pooling Talents in Tight^Against Aids
By Heather Notaro
Dr. Art Fournier '69 and Dan Herlihy '69
didn't start out as entrepreneurs, but
they have recendy pooled their talents to
write a book and help found a non-profit
organization that educates the world on the
AIDS plight in Haiti.
Instant friends since the day they first met on campus in
1965, the pair have recently published a book. The Zombie
Curse: A Doctor's 25-Tear Journey into the Heart of the AIDS
Epidemic in Haiti^ which tells the story of the Haitian people
and their lives dealing with AIDS.
The authors are a very unlikely pair - a congenial meeting
of science and the arts. Dr. Art Fournier, a biology major,
became a physician and medical school professor. He has
made over 106 trips to Haiti, to work for the poorest
people in the hemisphere through Project Medishare - a
non-profit organization co-founded by Fournier to help
support the health infrastructure in Haiti. Dan Herlihy,
an English major, became a high school English teacher
in the Methuen, Massachusetts school system for 34 years;
he is also a part-time real estate developer.
The pair might have opposing sldll sets, but both Art and
Dan agree that a Merrimack education "empowered their
hearts" to succeed in all of life's challenges.
"The Merrimack experience embodied both passion and
compassion," says Herlihy. "Those passions guided me
through my years as a teacher and a business person -
those passions still guide me today."
The book project began when Art decided to tell the story of
his Haitian AIDS patients and his overall work in Haiti, but
found that as a medical professional, writing a book without
medical jargon posed a challenge. Art called on Dan for help,
who had extensive writing experience and was able to trans
late Art's "medicalesc" into layman's terms while capturing
the emotions and lessons of Art's experiences in Haiti.
*1
Luitol-i
Dr. Art FonriUcr '69 and Dan Hcrlihv '69 Photo b\ Frank Lconf
The book chronicles the effect of AIDS and pays tribute
to the courage and resilience of the Haitian people, while
demonstrating that it takes collaboration between manv
forces - science, government, finances, and religion - to
fight an epidemic. Proceeds of their book benefit
Project Medishare.
Fournier believes that in addition to getting a solid liberal
arts education as a pre-med student, Merrimack is also
where he discovered how to be a humanist. "I developed an
interest in all things human while at Mertimack. The college
is deeply tooted in the Augustinian concept of beneficence -
the importance of applying one's talent for the purpose of
doing good," said Fournier. "I think that concept is an
important part ofA\'hat drives me in my humanitarian work."
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What They Know Now -
Alumni Share Tips on Career Success By Heather Notaro
From left to ri^ht: Paul C. Mongillo '85, International Business; Raytheon; Jvilie DiFilippo '92, executive director, Bellisini Academy;
Michael E. Macklin '73, news reporter, WHDH-TV; Catharine M. de Lacy '80, consultant/Merrimack trustee; Petros J. Voulgaris '01,
research associate, MRS hivestments. Photo byNcnlHamberjj
Five accomplished Merrimack alumni visited the campus
recendy to share the secrets of their professional and
personal successes as part of an interacdve panel for the
12th Annual Career Networking Night, hosted by the Office
of Alumni Relations.
The speakers told of unique lessons they learned along the
way. For example, panelist Catharine de Lacy told of her
experiences the first time she had to wear a Burka, traditional
female attire in the Middle East, or the shock that ensued
when she realized the cuisine in Asia - in this case, monkey
brains - would be an entirely different aspect to embrace.
"A meal isn't just cuisine in many places around the world, it
is a ceremony," said de Lacy. "Many times business negotia
tions take place over dinner so you have to partake. As pre
pared as you think you are, you are never really prepared for
everything you will encounter."
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Student Meghan Lee '07 found the event to be a perfect
opportunity to practice her networking skills and access one
particular alumni panelist. "I definitely wanted to talk with
Mike Macklin since I am interested in pursuing a career in
broadcast journalism," said Lee. "I figured he could give me
some great advice and possibly some leads on internships."
Macklin, like many of the panelists, credits Merrimack
as a very special place that instilled values that are the
"flindamental part of being a person."
"As you progress through life, maybe not while you are in
college trying to get through classes, but later, you realize the
profound effect Merrimack had on your life," said Macklin,
who has two sisters who also graduated from Merrimack.
Catharine de Lacy said she had wonderful experiences after
leaving Merrimack as she attended Ivy League graduate
schools, and traveled all over the world, but she summed up
the entire evening in three words, "Merrimack is home."
MERRIMACK BRIEFS
Accept the Challenge
Receives Support
From TD Banknorth
Merrimack College is proud to
acknowledge that TD Banknorth
Charitable Foundation has contributed
funds to directly support the efforts
of the Accept the Challenge (ATC)
program.
ATC provides English as a Second
Language (ESL) learners a unique
opportunity to develop language and
academic skills in preparation for college
and professional careers. Each year,
promising Lawrence High School
(Lawrence, Mass.) students participate
in an after-school program that
culminates in a five-week summer
program on the Merrimack campus.
"We are grateful to TD Banknorth for
their support of this inspiring program
that can literally transform the lives of
deserving individuals. We look forward
to TD Banknorth's active participation
in the program in the future," said
Richard J. Santagati, president of
Merrimack College.
The goals of the program fit well witli
TD Banknorth's commitment to youth
development and experiential learning.
"Career development, high school
retention and academic achievement
are the key components of Accept the
Challenge. Merrimack College has done
an exemplary job providing students
with the tools to explore life at college
and beyond," offered Joanne M.
Sullivan, TD Banknorth Communit)'
Relations.
Since 1990, 90% of students in the
Accept the Challenge program have
gone on to college and over 400 have
been involved in the program since its
start in 1986.
Information on the TD Banknorth
Charitable Fcnindation is available at
www.TDBanknorth.com.
More than 100 Merrimack senior business students practiced etiquette and netnvorkhig skillswith
seasoned professionals at the annital Merrimack College Business Netn'ork Dinner. Guest speakers
Joseph Campanelli, president and CEO of Sovereign Bank; and Leonard Wilson, regional president
for Sovereign Bank, provided students with valuable tips on how to succeed in the business industry.
Merrimack alumni were also present to showfirst-hand just what a Merrimack degree can do.
Pictured here (left to right): Dr. Robert Cuomo, dean ofGirard Schoolof Business and International
Commerce at Merrimack College; Leonard A. Wilson of Andover, regional presidentfor Sovereign
Bank; Cassandra Leone of North Andover, senior finajice major at Merrimack; and Joseph P.
Campanelli, president and CEO of Sovereign Bancorp Inc. Photo by Fmnk J. Leone
A Tuition, Room and
Board Guarantee
Merrimack College is once again
offering guaranteed tuition as a
way to help first-year students and
their families prepare for the cost of a
four-year Merrimack education.
Under this plan, tuition, room, and
board costs are guaranteed to not
increase during the four years of
enrollment for the class entering in the
fall of 2007. Merrimack experienced
positive feedback when the program
was offered to the incoming class of
2006.
The tuition guarantee program takes
the guesswork out of planning and
offers families a better way to manage
their finances over time. By doing so,
the college hopes to lessen the financial
uncertainty that affects many families
during the college selection and
admission process.
New Initiatives to
Enhance Identity,
Launch New Web Site
Merrimack College has
embarked on a branding and
Web initiative that aims to ftirther
solidif\' the college's position in the
ever competitive world of higher
education. The college has engaged
Keating Associates of Natick, Mass,
to lead the initiative with tlie
college's community'.
An important part of the branding
effort will include the development
of a new Web site for Merrimack
which will reflect the college's
identit)' and key messages, and
will include new navigation, design,
and content. Merrimack College is
expecting to launch its new Web
site earlv in 2008.
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Alumni Valentine's Dav Celebration
Alumni Couples Renew Their Vows
sary this past August at the Collegiate
Church on campus and decided to par
ticipate in the alumni event as another
example of how strongly they believe in
the sacrament of marriage.
"The spiritual dimension of our marriage
is very important to us," said the
Bradleys. "For 10 years we were part
of a PreCana team helping to prepare
flVv a
More than 90 alumni, family and friends attended
the special Valentine's event with more than
40 couples renewinjj their wedding vows.
Most were married in the college's Collegiate
Church of Christ the Teacher.
Photo by Neal Hamberg
engaged couples for marriage and for
15 years Arleen coordinated the World
Marriage Day Mass at Sacred Heart
Parish in Lawrence." The Bradleys
children, Brian and Kelly, now attend
Merrimack.
Many couples met for the very first
time on Merrimack's campus. Bruce
and Kimberlee (Morse) Round '84 '86
simply glanced at each other in the
Merrimack dining area and the rest
is history. After twenty happy years
together, they have two sons,
Christopher, 18, and Jeffrey, 15.
Another couple who attended
the Valentine Mass, Timothy and
Jessica (Burgess) Smith '98 '00
were married at the Collegiate
Church in October 2001. They
met when Tim was an alumni
advisor on an Alternative Spring
Break trip to Louisiana in 1999.
When they returned from the
trip, they had their first date, appro
priately attending the
student Sunday Mass together
at the Collegiate Church.
By Heather Notaro
Whether they met through
similar class schedules or a
glance across the cafeteria,
many Merrimack alumni have begun
their marriages in the Collegiate Church
of Christ the Teacher. Recently, in cele
bration of Valentine's Day, more than 90
graduates who either met and/or were
married on campus gathered to renew
their vows.
The very special event featured a Mass
co-celebrated by Rev. George Morgan,
O.S.A. '61 and Rev. Jim Wenzel,
O.S.A. '52 at the Collegiate Church of
Christ the Teacher where the group
renewed their vows, toasted with
champagne, and mingled with other
couples.
Whether their stories went back two
or just two years, their journey is part
of the story of Merrimack. Michael
and Arleen Bradley '78 '94 met in
1975 through mutual friends while
Michael was a student at Merrimack
(he is currently chair of the Math
Dept. at Merrimack). 'fhe Bradleys
celebrated their 25th wedding anniver
The C.asazzafamily recently celebrated together as Kathleeti
(C'.ndden) and Paul Casazza '86 '85 renewed their iwws.
From left to riyjht:son Michael; Kathleen; son Colin;
dnujihter Rebecca (center); Paul Caddcn '55; Paul '85 and
Mrs. C.adden. Photo by Ncnl Hamhcrn
Photosand stories of alumni couples can befound at http://wwn'.merrimaek.edu/fe>ierator.phdlid=24'
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Christmas Celebration
2007
ALUMNI EVENTS
APRIL 21 - 28
Spring Alumni Trip
Rhine River Valley Wine Tour and Cruise
MAY 3
"Evening with the Provost and Deans''
Values and Vision of Merrimack College, a
presentation by Provost Dr. Joseph Kelley,
Boston
JUNE 1 - 3
Reunion
JUNE 4
More than 350 people attended the Annual Alumni Christmas Party on November 30,
2006. The reception was a great success as alumni and friends came back to the
Merrimack College campus to kick-off the holiday season. In the spirit of giving,
200 gifts for children were donated to the Home Health VNA of Lawrence.
The Merrimack College Jazz Band and Concert Choir provided the entertainment.
President's Cup Golf Tournament
Indian Ridge Country Club, Andover MA
Watch the Web site for this and other
upcoming events!
For details and other events, visit
www.merrimack.edu/alumnievents
or call 978-837-5440.
Don't miss/.
.f-f Ai'
Jr-
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The 26th Annual President's Cup ^ sell-out every year!
^ I r i-n Mark your calendar
Colt lournament
June 4, 2007
Indian Ridge Country Club, Andover
2007
MERRIMACK COLLEGE
PRESIDENT'S \''CUP
and secure your four
some. Format is
"Best Ball."
Prizes for:
- Top Foursome
- Closest to the Pin
- Grand Raffle and More
Presented by The Friends
of Merrimack College,
this prestigious event supports
student scholarships.
For more information, contact Joanne Mcrmclstein at 9l'8-83~-5l T
or jonnnc.mermclstcin@merrimack.edu
ERRIMACK^ie
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Tolle Lege
Authors Recognized By Marie DeMarco
Four alumni helped to add to the college's Tolle Lege collection this year and
were among those authors honored recently at a reception for those in tlie
Merrimack community who were published this year. In addition, 23
Merrimack facult)' members and two administrators were also honored.
The collection, which is housed in the Perkins Periodical Room of McQuade
Library, has reached 109 journal entries and 78 books.
For a complete listing of Tolle Lege authors honored this year, visit
www.merrimack.edu/bin/readmcnews.cgi?id=405.
Do you remember...
We re searching through the
archives for photos that span
60 years of Merrimack
College.
If you know "who, what,
when and where" this
picture was taken, contact the
Office of Alumni Relations
at (978) 837-5455 or
alumnirelations@merrick.edu.
We'll publish the answers in
the next issue of the alumni
magazine.
A gift will be sent to the
first person who correctly
identifies the photo!
LEGACY
Legacy students will be recognized
at Commencement on Sunday,
May 20 with a Legacy Medallion.
A Merrimack Legacy is anyone who
has had a relative graduate from
Merrimack College. If you are part
of a legacy family, please contact the
Office ofAlumni Relations at
legacy@merrimack.edu
or 978-837-5440.
SAVE THE DATE
> ALUMNI WEEKEND
June 1-3, 2007
Destination Merrimack: A Reunion Celebration!
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1952 - 1957- 1962 - 1967
ITINERARY
FRIDAY, JUNE 1
Fore! Reunion Par 3 Golf, 2:00 p.m.
We will reserve your tee times at Middleton Golf
Course on Route 114.
9 holes - $ 20, 18 holes - $32
Welcome Back Reception, $15
Includes:
Wine & Beer Tasting, 7:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Taste, compare and enjoy a variety of vintage
wines and brews with faculty and friends.
Enjoy the soft sounds of jazz. Rogers Center,
casual attire
And/or
Watch the Red Sox vs. Yankees, 7:00 p.m.
Cheer on the Red Sox as they take on the
Yankees as we gather around the big screen
TV in the Sakowich Campus Center. Ballpark food
and cash bar available.
Young Alumni Boston Bash, 7:00 - 10:00 p.m.
Enjoy a night out in Boston, watch the Red
Sox/Yankees game, and catch up with friends.
Light appetizers and cash bar.
The Place, 2 Broad Street, Boston, $15
SATURDAY, JUNE 2
Classrooms without Quizzes
9:00 a.m. - "The Spirituality of Running"
Religious and Theological Studies Professor
Warren Kay
10:30 a.m. - "Higher Education and
Augustlnlan Values"
Dr. Joseph Kelley, Provost and Vice President
of Mission Effectiveness
>tieatio]ii Merrimack:
Travel back to where it all started!
Merrimack College has an exciting itineraryfor
all reunion classes.
June 1, 2, & 3, 2007
1972 - 1977 - 19cS2 - 1987 - 1992 - 1997 - 2002
10:30 a.m. - "Stone Circles, Towers
and Swamps: Archaeoastronomy In New
England" Dr. Russell PInizzotto, Dean of
Faculty, Science and Engineering
1:30 p.m. - "Education and Athletics"
Hockey Coach Mark Dennehy and Women's
Basketball Coach Helen Williams
REUNION HIGHLIGHTS
Reunion Fun Run, 9:30 a.m.
Meet at the Voipe Center for this 5K fun run
around the Merrimack campus.
$5 per entrant
Campus Tours
10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.
Alumni Family Picnic, For all Alumni!
11:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Bring the entire family and enjoy a traditional
backyard barbeque and outdoor games.
Children's activities available.
VoIpe Center, $15, $7 for children under 12.
Class of 1952 Reception and Dinner,
2:00 p.m., Sakowich Campus Center
Dine in the company of old friends, enjoy
lively conversation, exchange pictures and
relive your college days! Cocktails and hors
d'oeuvres will begin at 2:00 p.m. followed by
dinner at 3:30 p.m., $50 per person
Reunion Mass and Golden Graduate
Ceremony, 5:00 p.m..
Collegiate Church of Christ the Teacher
Class of 1957 Reception and Dinner,
6:30 p.m., Sakowich Campus Center
Reunion Dinner Dance, 6:30 p.m.
Cash bar. Festive attire
Class of 2002 After Hours @ the
Claddagh Pub, 11:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Lawrence, Mass., $3 cover at the door
SUNDAY, JUNE 3
Mass will be celebrated In the chapel In
Austin Hall at 10:00 a.m., followed by a
continental breakfast.
DESTINATION NECESSITIES
- Choose to stay on campus in Santagati Flail
- Use the college's fitness center
- Shop for your blue and gold in the college
bookstore, 10% discount.
Giving Back
The community service project for Reunion
Weekend will be to collect school supplies for
New Horizons for Youth, an after-school
tutoring program run by Mary Wesson '57,
and for the Bellesini Academy, run by Julie
DIFIIippo '92. Collection boxes will be located
In the Sakowich Campus Center.
Visit www.merrimack.edu/reunioii for more information.
Please note -
Reservations are due
by May 10. No tickets
will be sold at the door.
All tickets must be ordered
and paid for in advance
and will be distributed at
registration. Go online at
www.merrimack.edu/reunion
for registration.
Call 978-837-5440 or email
reunion@merrimack.edu
with questions.
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^ Friday night lights are big in
high school football. On
November 10, 2006, at Wayland,
Mass., the football teams respectfully
watched as a color guard proudly
entered the field in commemoration
of Veterans Day. A uniformed Marine
looking fit for duty was a member
of the color guard. Closer scrutiny
revealed the Marine to be our own
Paul Montague. A sincere thanks
to Paul and all Merrimack alumni who
served our country and God bless
those who did not make it back to
our shores.
^ Frank Monahan was
honored posthumously as an
inductee of the class of 2006 into the
New England Basketball Hall of Fame.
Monahan was the men's basketball
head coach at Merrimack from
1970-80 and served as the
Merrimack College Athletic Director
from 1978-80. He passed away in
November of 2000.
Dorothy (Olsen) Pekala
retired in June of 2006 from
teaching middle school math in
Charles County, Md. She now lives
outside of Lewes, Del.
Tom Quinlan announced the
appointment of a new CEO of The
Quinlan Companies, a record storage
and management company headquar
tered in Providence, Rhode Island.
Tom will continue with the company,
focusing on growth through acquisi
tion. In 2007, The Quinlan Companies
will acquire record centers in
Maryland, Texas, and Florida, adding
over 130,000 square feet of record
storage capacity. Also, 2007 is the
company's 75th anniversary, which is
now led by the third generation of the
Quinlan family. Tom Is married to
Irish (Devaney) '63, and resides on
Great Boars Head in Hampton, N.H.
'T 1 Virginia Holland is currently
/ J. the corporate manager in the
new Solutions & Software Division of
Avaya, Inc.
Robert K. LaPointe has been pro
moted to chief operating officer and
senior vice president by RPB Systems
& Services. He is responsible for
leading the company's expansion and
growth. Mr. LaPointe has been with
RPB Systems & Services for five
years and previously served as vice
president of Dealer Operations for
RISC, Inc. and held several positions
at Savin Corporation.
Robert K. LaPointe '72
'T Steven Alexander was/ O selected as one ofthe "50
People to Watch" in the San Diego
region by San Diego Magazine. "When
this veteran communications strate
gist was appointed president of the
Medical Board of California last June,
he became the first public member to
ascend to the post in seven years.
The agency is responsible for licens
ing and regulating the state's more
than 125,000 physicians, and
Alexander, a former regional director
of Burson-Marsteller, the world's
largest public relations firm has a
clear agenda: Carry out Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger's goal of
providing healthcare access to
everyone as we fulfill our consumer-
protection mission."
Margaret Cuiotta-Norton is
currently a practicing dentist in
Washington, D.C.
'y^Mack Cunningham was
/ O elected to the city council
office in Rye, N.Y. in November 2005
for a four-year term.
Q T John Mordach joins Edward
O X Hospital &Health Services,
the parent company of Edward
Hospital, as its senior vice president
and chief financial officer. Mordach
has more than 25 years of healthcare
financial management experience,
most recently as the vice president
for finance at the University of
Chicago Hospitals and Health System.
A certified public accountant,
Mordach holds an MBA from the
University of Chicago.
Q Dann Anthony Maurno was
O O named editor-in-chief oftwo
journals.
O i^Pauia M. (O'Brien) Boyle
O / has been promoted to associ
ate with Hoyle, Tanner &Associates,
Inc. corporate office in Manchester,
N.H. where she has been employed
as an environmental project manager
since graduating from Merrimack
College. Paula works part-timefor
Hoyle, Tanner &Associates, Inc.
and lives in Reading, Mass, with her
husband, Tom, and her two girls,
Kristen, 8, and Maria, 6.
Elizabeth Scott trained for and
finished her fourth NYC Marathon this
past November, raising almost $10K
for cancer research at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center In
memory of her dad, who passed
away in 1991.
Q Conway received a
^ Ujoint doctoral degree in devel
opmental psychology and social work
from the IJnIversity of Michigan in
2005. She completed a postdoctoral
fellowship in early childhood mental
health at Penn State University, spon
sored by the National Institute of
Mental Health, and is currently training
in developmental affective neuro-
science at the University of
Pittsburgh, Western Psychiatric
Institute, sponsored by the National
Institute of Child Health and
Development.
Q ^ Ana Contreras-Piana is
y .^living in South America.
Her daughter, Anapaula, is studying
her postgraduate year in Beijing,
China with the Phillips Academy SYA
program.
Q O Mark Bickford was recently
^ O appointed as a career
firefighter/EMT in Merrimack, N.H.
John R. Condon was elected to part
nership as a syndication attorney by
Nixon Peabody LLP in its Boston
office. He will focus on the structuring,
documentation and due diligence
review associated with the syndication
of multifamily real estate projects
eligible for low-income housing tax
credits and/or historic tax credits, and
asset management work deriving from
previously syndicated transactions.
John has participated in The Citizens
School mock trial program, which
provides inner-city youth with the
opportunity to gain insight into the
legal process and careers in law.
He Is also a graduate of Suffolk
University Law School.
Tricia Lentz recently obtained her
Phlebotomy/EKG certificate and is
working as a blood collection specialist
for the American Red Cross.
Jessica (Michaiak) Snajder received
her M.A. in Education from Sacred
Heart University in 2000.
/( Steven Pouliot has estab-
^ '^lished his own construction
company where he designs and builds
new homes.
Q (Pic^riello)y OoeS/mone is a senior compli
ance officer in the anti-money launder
ing division of Bank of America.
Q Q Laura DiChiara received an
y Om.B.A. from Salem State
College in 2005.
99
Kenexa.
Kerrie (Lindsay) Cutting is
now product manager at
Several Merrimack alumni enjoyed a fantastic time in New York City, visiting
Broadway to see "Company." Leftto right: Paul McNulty 70, Kate McNutty
'72, George Furth, Arlene Roche, Director of Development Kelly Clark, and
Kevin Roche '62.
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Laura Eramo has been accepted in
the graduate program at Emmanuel
College, studying human resources
management.
Monika Gogola graduated from the
United States Coast Guard on
December 8, 2006. She is stationed
aboard the Polar Sea in Seattle, WA.
Monika is working on becoming quali
fied on the ship and then will attend a
school in Virginia to become a marine
science technician.
Michael Joy is currently working at
Salve Regina University as a campus
minister.
James Rather graduated from
UMass Lowell in 2006, receiving a
master of arts degree in Regional
Economic and Social Development.
He now works for the nonprofit
organization. Coalition for a Better
Acre, in Lowell, Mass, as a project
manager for housing development.
^ t Lisa Chenevert is currently in
Vy Othe Operations Leadership
Program at United Technologies
Corporation. This program consists of
three, eight-month, cross-divisional
rotations in quality, supply chain, and
manufacturing.
Elizabeth Duhamei completed the
26.2 miles of the LaSalle Bank
Chicago Marathon on October 22,
2006 and qualified for the Boston
Marathon.
Michael R. Loggia was
vyOcommissioned 2nd Lieutenant
in the United States Army on
November 22, 2006 at Officer
Candidate School In Fort Benning,
Ga. Michael joined the Army on June
6, 2006 following graduation and
completed his basic training at Fort
Jackson, SC. He is currently attending
Airborne School at Fort Benning.
Monica McLaurin completed the
26.2 miles of the LaSalle Bank
Chicago Marathon on October 22,
2006.
Mark Sinacori went to UCLA's
Professional Program In Screenwriting
and received a certificate in June of
2006. Shortly after, Mark applied to
CBS and was hired as a page in
Guest Relations.
Sarah Wilbur is an animal research
technician at Massachusetts General
Hospital.
Sheri (Rogers) Fitzgerald is a product
director at Johnson and Johnson in
Raynham Mass. She received an M.B.A.
at Suffolk University in May of 2005.
Steve Kennedy received a M.Ed, in
School Guidance from Cambridge
College. He is currently a guidance
counselor at Reading Memorial High
School in Reading, Mass.
^ ^Anthony Baldassari graduated
V7 v/in May of 2006 with a master's
degree in Engineering Management from
Duke University.
Christine (Caetano) McGrath is now
employed at Millipore Corporation.
^ 1 Mandy Rooney (Heikkila)
\J X Keith received a master's in
education from Eastern Nazarene
College and is currently employed as a
director of public relations at the Davies
Murphy Group in Burlington, Mass.
^ '"yMatthew Cardeiio received a
master in science in chemistry
from Brandeis University in 2004.
Shawn Chase completed the 26.2
miles of the LaSalle Bank Chicago
Marathon on October 22, 2006.
Amy (de Garavilla) Doucette is now a
conference coordinator for Shared
Insights, a technology company based
in Woburn, Mass.
^ O Colieen Finnegan has earned
L/ O her master's degree in education
from Salem State College.
Frank Fitzpatrick recently became a
police officer in the town of Andover,
Mass, after graduating from the Boston
Police Academy in October.
Rich Mathews graduated from Suffolk
University Law School, passed the July
Mass Bar Exam and is now a contract
specialist at Ametek Aerospace and
Defense in Wilmington, Mass.
Justin St. Hiiaire has been promoted
to the position of regional sales
manager at Harvey Industries. Justin
will be responsible for those duties that
emanate from Connecticut, upstate New
York, and Vermont.
Cari Van Note is teaching American
history at Liberty High School in Jersey
City, N.J.
Brendan Aiexander
wx completed the 26.2 miles of the
LaSalle Bank Chicago Marathon on
October 22, 2006.
Tales from
Tanzania
As lived by
Joel Boutin '00
Submitted November 2006
Below is a second update
from Joel. For further
updates and information,
visit
www.merrimack.edu/alumni.
For those interested and with
time, you are most welcome to
read on, this latest update on my
life here in which I shamelessly
share with you stories of heart
break, gastrointestinal break
and vulnerability surrounding the
issue of my own self-doubts
about what it is I am doing here.
I start out by sharing a story
about a clown. A real clown.
Who speaks Spanish and is
from near where I lived in Spain.
I start out my letter about
Alvaro, because when once I
commented on his cross-world-
wide, 8-year bicycle trip "wow,
what a trip you are on!" His
response, and the wisdom
behind it struck me, "Joel, this is
my life, not just a finite trip."
And what stuck me was that I
was in the midst of really
struggling, for the first time
since returning here, with the
question: what am I doing on
this trip?! It seemed the job I
had thought I would take was
not going to work out for
contractual reasons, and that
suddenly I had met someone
here in Tanzania unexpectedly
who took my breath away and
with whom I could imagine being
happy, only to know that we
would be separated by oceans
in a few weeks' time, and I just
couldn't stop seeing this one
way ticket risk as a potential
failure, the result of Irresponsible,
youthful naivete.
But his words resonate with me:
This is not a trip. This is my life.
And for me, this acceptance
that somehow Africa was in
my life not to be lived as a
finite experience, through which
I would have a tourist perspec
tive, but as a major chapter, if
not sub-book in my life, con
firmed that even if I was naive for
having bought a one-way ticket
here, it was not a failure. As the
clown's path was not traditional,
and yet full of joy and wonder
and openness and vulnerability,
so do I want to mirror the lessons
he has for me here as I continue
my life here and let go of seeing
it only as a trip.
What constitutes an African
experience? It's remarkable that
I know one when I experience
one, but its hard to define.
Perhaps it's a sight, a sound
or experience that you will never,
or almost never, experience in
the minority world (what used to
be called the developed world,
that small minority of societies
on earth in which people live in
wealth and do not seriously doubt
the reality of their next meal(s).
Peace to you and much love!
Joel
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WEDDINGS
CELESTE C. GAMACHE '78 and John
D. Wermers, May 6, 2006. Alumni in
attendance were Nicholas C.
Petrucci '74, Dr. George W.
Wermers '53, Nancy (Arnesano)
Petrucci '75, Ann Hogan '79, Janet
A. (Tripodi) Warren '79, Ann
Wermers Lyons '76, Mary
(Wermers) Schessel '86, and Lynn
Wermers '78.
LAURA DiCHiARA '98 and Derek
Hampton, July8, 2006, in Peabody,
Mass.
STEPHANiE ATKINSON '98 and
Daniel Tanguay, July 22, 2006,
Ascension Memorial Churoh in
Ipswich, Mass. Alumni in attendance
were Carolyn Demers '98, Cheryl
King '98, Meghan Clapp '98, and
Paul Tanguay '00.
Center: Celeste C. Gamache Wermers '78 at her wedding.
BYRON MAGRANE '96 and Alyson
Manasso, October 9, 2005, St. Mary's
of the Assumption Church in Brookline,
Mass. Alumni in attendance were Julie
(DiScullo) Keiiiher '96, Aiesandra
Giuggio '96, Kim f/Wasonj Phillips
'96, Gail (Goddardj '96, Greg
Farrington '95, Kris Lisauskas '96,
Jim Connoiiy '96, Coiieen
(Henessey) Irving '96, Jenn (R/gasj
'96, Mike Kane '96, Nick Giordano
'97, Shawn Reddish '96, Eric
Backman '96 and Dan Reid '96
KERRY CONLIN '98 and ALEX
GREGSON '99, August 11, 2006,
St. Bernard's Church in North
Kingstown, Rhode Island. Alumni in
the wedding party were Courtney
Conlin '98, Kim Ha/1 '98,
Adrienne Fay '99, April
(Dunham) Lemire '98, Erin
Murphy, and Tim Stuart. Alumni in
attendance were Karen (Kieser)
Guilmet '99, John Guiimet '98,
Julie Russo '99, Brian Lang '98,
Steve McAuiiffe '98, Jay Walker
'99, Derek Frederickson '98,
Sierra Frederickson '98.
>We'd like to hear more about you ..,
r Let us in on your news. Ifyou've received an award
or promotion... Been married or had a baby... Earned a
graduate degree... Moved... Obtained a newjob... Celebrated
a special anniversary... Or have other news to share with your fellow
alumni, please contact us at alumnirelationsi^merrimack.edu or send your information to Alumni Relations,
Merrimack College, 315 Turnpike Street, NorthAndover, MA 01845.
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Stacy Styles Smart '99 and Merrimack friends. Leftto right: Jennifer
Pixiey '99, Kim Hyam '99, Wendy Goldman '98, Mandy (Heikklia) Keith '01),
ChrisQueenan '00, Stacy (Smart) Styles '99, PaulSawas '96, Jean (Loiseiie)
Sawas '99, Beth INoonan) Queenan '99, James Hague '99, Alison (Sampson)
Fisher'99, Chrissy (Gangi) Capadanno '99, Sally (Smart) Miller '86.
STACY MARIE SMART '99 and
Evan Christopher Styles, September
30, 2006, Scituate (Mass.) Country
Club.
SHERRI ROGERS '99 and Dan
Fitzgerald, October 21, 2006.
Alumni attendees were Stacy Smart
'99, Jennifer Pixiey '99, Julie
Abruzi '99, Joanna Bielawski '98
and Aiyssa Workman '99, the maid
of honor.
BRIDGET CONNORS '00 and
Gregory Pinsonneault, November 5,
2005 in Northampton Mass, at Saint
Stacy Caouette Walsh '01
Mary of the Assumption Church.
Alumni in the wedding included Tara
Pastel '99 and Jaimie Swift '00 and
Britt Morton '00. Alumni in atten
dance were Lisa Parrott '00, Melissa
Poleo '99, Ann (Lane) Pare '99,
Lisa Bezis '99, Krista Boisciair '99
and Cara Kuzmiski '00.
STACY CAOUETTE '01 and Chris
Walsh, September 2, 2006 on Lake
WInnepesaukee. Alumni in attendance
were Caitiin Nash '03, Heather
(Racz) Wolfe '02 and Melissa
Buden '01.
KELLYFLAHERTY '01 and Michael
Wall, October 21, 2006,
Collegiate Church of Christ
the Teacher at Merrimack
College. Rev. Kevin
DePrinzio, O.S.A. performed
the marriage. Rebecca
Venuti '01 was the maid of
honor. Alumni in attendance
were Rebecca Torre
Fiore '01, Arthur Ford
'01, Sarah Donnelly
Bacon '01 and Melissa
Frisoli Anzalone '01.
Kelly Flaherty '01 with friends at her wedding.
MICHELLE GAVEGNANO '01 and
GEORGE GILPiN '01, August5,
2006, Collegiate Church of Christthe
Teacher, Merrimack College. Alumni in
attendance were David Giipin '01,
Valerie (Soiopoulos) Cinseruii '89,
James Browne '79, James
Johnson '01, Jennifer (Mines)
Johnson '01, Brian Vocino '01,
Erik Gunning '01, Michael Connoiiy
'01, Lori (Baden) Connoiiy '01,
Sean O'Brien '00, Nicole (O'Neill)
JOHN PYLIOTiS '01 and BETH
PENDLETON '02, October 7, 2006
at the Annunciation Greek Orthodox
Cathedral in Boston. Alumni in the
wedding party were Ron Mongeau
'01, Stephen Moon 01, Joe Gray
'01, Donna Russell '02, Ryan
Hirbour '02, Katie Rourke '02, and
Dianne Yacovone '02. Additional
alumni in attendance included Kaitlyn
Brosnan '02, Shauna Caliahan
'02, AmyJo (Crawford) Mongeau
'02, Raegan Fitzgerald '01,
Vincent Cievenger '01, Drew Hale
'00, Chris Halecki '00.
MELISSA CLOUGH '02 and Ryan
Cassidy, July 15, 2006, Collegiate
Church of Christ the Teacher,
Merrimack College. Alumni in the
wedding party included Jeanne
(Sarno) McAndrews '92, Tracey
Havey '02, Julie Draper '02 and
Meghan (Mackay) Morgan '00.
Alumni in attendance were Tiffany
Barrett '01, Jill (Tenerieiio) Verity
'01, Haley Medeiros '02, Michelle
McLaughlin '02 and Jenessa
Lanigan '02. Also present was
Joe Sarno, head coach, Merrimack
College baseball.
John Pyliotis '01 and Beth Pendleton '02
Michelle Gavegnano '01 and George
Giipin '01
O'Brien '01, Robert Marino '00,
Nicole (Stager) Marino '03, Colin
Rhodes '02, Bradambery, Wesley
Richmond '01, Cara (Hagerty)
Richmond '02, Michael Chace '00,
Brian Casey '02, Christina Tavares
'01, Michael Harrington, Taryn
(Bissel) Grass/a '00, Keliie (Woods)
Sullivan '01, and Jill Cooper '02.
Jasdon Ball '04 and Nicole
Gregoire '01
NICOLE GREGOIRE '01 and JASON
BALL '04, October 7, 2006, Collegiate
Church of Christ the Teacher, Nicole
(O'Neil) O'Brien '01 was a bridesmaid
and Cameron Petersen '05 was best
man. Father James Wenzel '52,
O.S.A. officiated. Additional Alumni in
attendance were Stephanie Worsman
'01, Kendra Stetson '01, Darcy
(Morin) Jackson '01, Sean O'Brien
'00, Zack Blaszak '04, Vicki Izzo '04,
Sarah (Ayiward) Petersen '04, Kate
Davey '03, and Matt Cochrane '03.
Melissa Clough '02 surrounded by Merrimack friends.
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AMY DE GARAVILLA '02 and
Brendan Doucette, September 23,
2006, Collegiate Church of Christ
the Teacher, Merrimack College.
Rev. Jim Wenzel, O.S.A. '52,
officiated the ceremony. AiumnI in
the wedding party included Julie de
Garaviiia '05, Aiiison (Brear)
Farreii '02, Kimberiee (Murphy)
Johnson '02, Marybeth Hull '02,
Kristen (Doucette) Siciiiano '97,
and Matt Maloney '01. Alumni in
attendance were Micheiie (Before)
Strawinski '02, Jiil (Goodhue)
Armstrong '02, Marie (DeSanto)
Schweitzer '02, and Susan
(Agostineiii) Dowd '74. After a hon
eymoon in itaiy, Amy and Brendan
make their home in North Andover.
Brendan Doucette and Amy de Garaviiia '02
MICHELLE BEFORE '02 and
Stephen Strawinski, October 6, 2006,
Sacred Heart Church, Suffield, Conn.
Alumni in attendance included Marie
(DeSanto) Schweitzer '02,
Kimberiee (Murphy) Johnson '02,
Ailison Brear-Farreli '02, and
Colleen Lancelotta '02.
\
Nicole Slager '03and Robert Marino '00celebrated their marriage with many Merrimack friends in attendance.
NICOLE SLAGER '03 and ROBERT
MARINO '00, July 22, 2006,
Collegiate Church of Christ the
Teacher, Merrimack College. Alumni
In picture: George Giipin '01,
James Johnson '01, Martin
Ambroz '03, Kate Davey '03,
Cariy Linder '03, Kate Berstene
'03, Cheryl Loiseiie '03, Nicole
Thompson '02, Robert Marino
(groom) '00, Nicole Slager (bride)
'03, Erin Nowak '03, Kathleen
Lyons '03, Lauren Berube '03,
Sarah Roth '03, Melissa Patterson
'03, Meaghan Duff '03,
Megan McDonough '03, Erik
Gunning '01, Brian Vocino '01,
Micheiie (Gavengano) Giipin '01,
Matthew 'O'Neil '03, Todd
McGrain '03, Brad Bambery '02,
Cara (Hagerty) Richmond '02,
Jennifer (Nines) Johnson '02, Jeff
Bergeron '01, Michael Connolly
'01, Michael Chace '00, Colin
Rhodes '02, Robert Johnson '03,
Michael Harrington '01, Kevin
Tuttle '99. Alumni also in atten
dance were Jennifer (Brown)
Doyle '99, Brian Doyle '99, Wes
Richmond '02, Lori (Baden)
I
Connolly '01, Matthew Buma '00,
Christina Doucette '04, and Aiiyson
Scott '04.
MIKE SNOW '06 and Clota Heazel,
June 24, 2006. Alumni in attendance
were Tom Cobb '06, Deepak Vatti
'06, Josh Johnson '06,
Kay Quin '06, Eiise Dahan '06,
Liz Murphy '06, Matt Stanley '06,
Chris Smith '06, Matt Simoni '06,
Ross Sheinhite '06, Bart Nelson
'06, Moliie Kerrigan '06, Sarah
Nofsker '06, Matt Peiiegrino '06,
Kristen Lynch '06, and
Erica Blevins '06.
Mike Snow '06 and Clota Heazel
StephenStrawinski and Michelle Before '02
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NEW ARRIVALS
MIKE MOSCARIELLO '82 and wife Cindy, a
daughter, Madison Joan, October 18, 2006. She
joins brother Evan, 2.
DEBBIE (CRAM) ELLIS '89 and husband Jeff, a
son, Preston Carter, December 2, 2006. She
joins brother Logan Hunter.
TAMMY (MACAULAY) JONES '92 and husband
ROBERT JONES '93, a son, Nicholas Shea,
December 2, 2006. He joins brothers Decian and
Coieman. Liz Hamp '92 is Nicholas's godmother.
MICHELLE (D'ARRIGO) BRYAN '93 and husband
Mark, a daughter, Samantha Micheiie, October 4,
2006. She joins sisters, Marisa, 2, and Sarah, 1.
MICHAEL HART '93 and wife MARYANNE
(TiERNEY) HART '93, a daughter, Catherine
Anne, October 10, 2006. She joins big brothers
Michael Jr., 5, and Patrick, 3.
Catherine Anne Hart
BRIAN ROOSEVELT '94 and wife Elizabeth, a
son, Matthew Gerard, April 26, 2006.
JENNIFER (ORLANDi) WARD '95 and husband
David, a son Charles Thomas, October 27,
2006. Charlie joins his big sister Ella, 2.
CHRISTOPHER DUFFEY '96 and wife Kim, a son.
Jack Christopher, August 13, 2006. He joins
brother Tyler Patrick.
TARA (GLYNN) GODFRIED '97 and husband
Andrew, a daughter, Moiiy Joan, April 22, 2006.
CHRISTIE (BAGARELLA) PACE '97 and husband
Dan, twin boys, Jason Ronald & Jaxon Daniel, June
20, 2006.
RONELL (TUCKER) CROCKER '98 and husband
BRIAN CROCKER '98, a son, Noah David,
September 25, 2006 in Beverly, Mass.
JENNIFER (HULSE) DOBBS '98 and husband
Jamie, a son. Chase James, October 15, 2006.
He joins big sister, Aiexa Morgan, 16 months.
DEREK SCIALDONE '98 and wife KELLY
(MURPHY) SCIALDONE '99, a son. Drew
Scialdone, July 25, 2006.
KELLIE (SHEA) DIFILIPPO '98 and husband
PAUL DIFILIPPO '96, a son. Jack James, June 8,
2006. Jack joins big sister Mia (Maria).
JON GOODE '98 and wife Lauren, a daughter,
Kenziey Elizabeth Goode, October 13, 2006. She
joins her two big brothers Kyian 6, and Brayden, 2.
MARKR. lORiO '99 and wife AMY BETH (ZBIEG)
iORiO '99, a daughter, TaiiaClaire, November 12,
2006.
CUFF SPINNEY '99 and HEATHER (GIGUERE)
SPINNEY '99, a son, Kobe Michael, October 25,
2006.
Kobe Michael Spinney
JENNIFER (BROWN) DOYLE '99 and husband Brian,
a son, Gavin Robert, December 18, 2006. He joins big
sister Claire.
MISTY (DAILEY) BERGERON '00 and husband TJ,
a son. Mason Arthur, October 16, 2006.
KERRI (BROSNAN) GAZADA '00 and husband Kevin,
a son, Thomas Joseph, December 17, 2006.
ERIN (DUFFEY) BOYLEN '00 and husband Kevin,
a daughter, Emma Rose, December 12, 2006.
DEANNA (VINCIGUERRA) QUIMBY'01 and husband
Daniel, a son, Aldan Philip, December 1, 2006.
JAMES JOHNSON '01 and wife JENNIFER (HINES)
JOHNSON '02, a daughter, Victoria Grace,
November 6, 2006.
JENNIFER (PEPPER) STRABONE '02 and husband
ANTHONY STRABONE '03, a daughter, Isabella Julia,
November 2006.
DEVON (O'NEAL) MURPHY '05 and husband Jason,
a son, Sheadon Thomas, July 28, 2006. He joins
brother Maxwell.
OBITUARIES
Nell G. RAMSDEN '62 died November 1, 2006.
Neil held Merrimack College close to his heart and
attended hockey games for the last 40 years.
He taught English at the Essex Elementary/Middle
School on Cape Ann (Mass.) for 37 years before
retiring in June 2004. He is survived by his father,
George A. Ramsden Jr.; brother, George A.
Ramsden ill; two nephews; grand-nephews;
grand-nieces; and several cousins.
James T. MCBRIDE '67 died Tuesday, February
6, 2007. James was a former member of the
Merrimack College Board of Trustees, having
served from 1992 to 2000. He retired from
Deloitte and Touche in 2003.
Kathleen (Kay) QUIN '06 died on December 15,
2006.
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The time is now.
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